
CHAPTER SEVEN 

SOCIAL ORGANISATION 

In the previous chapter an attempt has been made to 

descrL:1e the relationship of the Lepcha to their physical environment 

and how they exploit it. In this chapter we shall focus on some 

social aspects of this relationship. 

The Lepcha tribe is composed of a number of clans, called 

ptso ( Pu ""'tso) in Zongu and agith in Kalimpong. Every D.epcha 

belongs to a clan, which is believed to have originated from some 

supern3.tural or legendary ancestor. The chief function of the clan 

is the regulation of marriage and the prevention of incest; ·it is an 

exogamic unit. No one can say how many clans are there_ for this 

grouping seems to be a purely local one. As a matter of fact the clans 

appear to be like the extended families. In Kalimpong the names of 

over ten · different clans have been recorded and in Lingdong there 

were as manY. as fourteen, all of them were different from others. 

Besides these exogamous ctans there is no intermediate divisions like 

moiety .. 

Lepcha exogamy is of a special kind for it does permit a 

man I::> marry relative of his father provided the relationship is 

removed by five (but some say seven) generations. Such a marriage 

is of course only possible with a person descended through the 

father's or more possibly grand father s sisters since she being 

married, belongs to a different clan. In the case of a marriage 

between the descendants of two sisters a separation of only three 

generation is demanded.---· The Lepcha count descent five generations 

back on the father 1 s side and at least three on the mother 1 s. In 
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actual practice all this means is that any two related people who do 

not be!long to the same clan, may marry provided the relationship 

between them is sufficiently distant as to have been for.gotten {or all 

practic:al purposes 

Gorer ( 1938 :161) suggested that the ptso was possibly 

earlier a geographical unit; if this were the case, it seems possible 

that these permissive regulations were evolved to meet the special 

circumstances. For, with the ptso as the geographical unit, the 

' young men would have had no possible sexual partners except through 

adultery or incest, and as some examples show, such . situations 

inevit<:lbly lead to jealousy and fighting. By . their regulations the 

Lepche1. have reduced intre-group aggression to the . minimum. The 

potent:lal rivalry between brothers is mitigated by agowing the 

younger brother's access to his elder brother's wife, but the 

relatie>nship between an elder brother and his younger sister-in law 

is considered incestuous. 

In ·earlier days the clans were supposed to 'have something 

to do with social integration and economic pursuits .·like access to 

forest land etc., but today the Lepcha of Darjeeling and Sikkim do 

not recognise the clan as a group when d·escribing. life cycle and 

other ceremonies; they describe the participants as .·members of the 

family, lineage, or community depending upon the nature of 

participation. The territorial range of a clan or li~eage whatever 

the population, seems to be an a.rea that permi.ts visiting and 

cooperation in ceremonies and rituals. kinship ties are conceptrated 

within a convenient visiting range. 
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The clans are believed to have originated from some 

supernatural or legenda,ry ancestor. Most people know the story of 

how their own clan originated, and these myths have probably been 

reinterpreted many times. 

Origin of Clans 

The Lepcha clans are of mytholmgical origin. According to 

nulikn _ _i=isong, the history of the Lepcha tribe, there was a demon or 

monster called ros~I_!l~~g_ The monster was perpetually engaged in 

one sort of perverse activity or another - destruction. thieving, 

defying authority, playing magical tricks. In short this character 

was a sociopath of the first order. So the Lepcha had killed him in 

of the present day Lepchas a battle. The early ancestors 

·participated in that war and according to the role performed by them 

all the descendants of them have been given the clan names as 

follows : 

a) Lukshongmu The man who plucked all the teeth of the 

demon is called by the above clan name thereafter. 

b) Simickmu The man who pierced the eye of the monster • 

c) .Suthumgmu - The man who cut the body of the monster 

into pieces. 

d) Sandamgmu - The man who threw dust at the eyes of the 

monster during the battle. 

e) Korvomu - The man who prepared the swords for the war .. 
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f) Brimu - The man who made the string of the bow. 

g) Ademmu The man who made the n~cessary sitting 

arran9ements .for the fighters during the war. 

h) Jaribu - The man who prepared food for tl1.e soldiers. 

i) Mallamu - The man who prayed to God d~y and night, 

for the welfare of the Lepcha during the war 

j) Fenthatimu - The man who made the bow ahd. arrow. 

Lepcha clans do not change after marriage, even in the 

case of women. In Kalimpong, clan name is inherited either 

patrilineally or matrilineally i.e. the son gets the clan name of his 

father and the daughter gets the clan name of her mother. But in 

Zongu of Sikkim the clan names are inherited patrilineally i.e. both 

son and daughter inherit the clan name of the~r father. Only clans of 

women remain same even after marriage. 

Linea·~re 

The lineage is a consanguineal kin gro_ups that traces 

common descent through known ancestors. In the case of unilineal 

group it would be either patrilineal (through male) or matrilineal 

(through female). The Lepcha of Zongu are patrilineal, they (sons 

and daughters) belong to father's lineage. But in the. case of the 

Lepcha of kalimpong the clan name is inherited in both ways 

(patrilinea.lly in the case of male and matrilineally in the case of 

femalE!). The main functions of lineage are to maintain marriage 

alliances and are indications of d8scent and ancestry. Members of 
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the families belong to the same lineage help each others in economic 

pursuits, social and religious ceremonies·. It is always an exogamic 

unit. 

Family 

Among the Lepcha the family is patrilocal.- '· Ideally the 

basic residential, social, religious and economic , - 'unit is the 

patril1Jcal joint family. This consists of a man, his wife, his sons 

and their wives and children plus any unmarried daughters·. In a 

Lepcha village this unit is supposed to occupy a house, preferably 

with a separate sleeping room for each nuclear family consisting of 

man, wife and children, All members should share in the family 

occupation and in the product obtained·. All should eat from the 

same hearth. 

But in practice, it is the nuclear family of husband, wife 

and ar.:~y number of unmarried children actually occupy the households 

in a Lepcha · village. Sometimes an unmarried brother or sister also 

live in the family. 

Every married Lepcha wants to be the head of the family 
,_;.· . 

and exert authority over other members·. It is also but natural for a 

Lepcha to set up his own family and household after marriage. 

Because of this feature joint families break up in to a simple nuclear 

families. This fact has also been numerically established by the 

househ:•ld census. Another customs in the Lepcha society is that 

every newly married couple takes shelter in the house of the groom' s-

father .:~s long as the young man is :mabie to build a house fo"r his 

family and arrange for other necessary household articles. As a 
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TABLE NO. 34 

Types of family 

Village Nuclear % Nuclear Plus % Joint % Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Nasse~y 30 88.24 4 11 .... 76 3~ 

Pagang 38 76.00 2 4.00 10 20.00 50 

Lingdong 20 68.96 4 13.80: 5 17.24 29 

In the table No34 nuclear family is composed of husband, 

wife and any number of unmarried children. In nucle.ar plus family 

an additional male member, usually brothers, live in the family. 

Joint family is composed of husband, wife and their newly married 

son and son's wife. After some time it is expected that the son 

would build his own new house and will shift there along with his 

wife. Horizontally extended families in which t:wo brothers live 

togethe!r with their wives and children are rare ·among the Lepcha. 

TABLE NO. 35 

Family forms 

Village Monogamous % Polygynous % Broken % Total 

Nassey 33 97.05 -· 1 2.95 34 

Pagang 45 90.00 3 6.00 2 4.00 50 

Lingdong 20 68.96 9 31.04 29 

Total 98 12 3 113 

From table No. 35 it is seen that monogamy is the 

th L Pcha In Lingdong of Zongu, prevalent marriage types among e e - · 



th~ incidence of polygyny is more (31.04%) in comparison to Pagang 

(6,00) and Nassey (nil). Another feature is this that in Lingdong 

there .is no broken family. It does not signify that separations 

' among the spouses are not there. There is no brok~n family because 

after separation- a woman is instantly accepted by another man as 

wife, especially if she had proved her powers in giving birth to a 

ch~ld. 

From the tables and analysis on the_ composition of the 

Lepcha family it is evident that a family is . an institution which 

emerges primarily through marriage between a male and. a female and 

w~ich initiates a set of social, economic and biological interactions 

between the couple and then among their relatives. Family in the 

Lepcha society is again a starting point of determining the sets of 

-relationship -of a man or woman with his or her parents-in-laws and 

their family, _ with his brothers or sisters and also with his or her 

own parents. The family to a Lepcha is a network_ of bilateral 

relations which sanctions a person to follow a set of kinship usages 
I • 

a~d pattern of relationships (kinship terms are given in the appendix). 

- The relationship of the clan, family,- lineage and community 

to one another and to productive or exploitative system are especially 

signifi.cant. Clan, lineage and family as a component part of social 
I 

structure consists_ of inter-personal a-rrangements adopted to the 

exploitation Of reSOUrCeS 1 Satisfaction Of SeX 1 Child rearing and 

\ 

control of supernatural beings. Nuclear family, as the basis of 

so'ciety, is the ultimate unit of production, distribution and 
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consumption. But family alone is unable to overcome the demanding 
' 

situation. In the preparation of land for cultivation, in the 

const:ruction of houses and in various other social· and religious 

acti v:ities, it requires help. Assistance and co-operation is extended 

by the clan ·and lineage members. 

IHnship and Descent 

Kroeber ( 1952 219) writes, 11It is generally accepted that 

among primitive people society is structured primarily on the basis of 
. I . 

. kinship and in more civilised nations largely in terms of economic 
.. 

~nd political factors". The Lepcha Society is also not an exception 

of this general framework. 

According .to Leach . (1961 : 305) kinship systems have no 

reality at all except in relation to land and propert;. He writes 

that kinship system only provides us with an idealised model which 

states the correct status relations between groups and social persons. 

Among the Lepcha denotative terms are very few in 

comparison to classificatory terms. The Lepcha have·. five, namely, 

Fa, Br, Wi, Wibr, Wisi denotative terms. Some of the terms of the 

Lepcha is applied to both sexes and even to· members of different 

:generations. The Lepcha do not use separate term for agnates and 

:cognates. The agnates are, here, the Lclan members who are known, 

:as well as those who can . be traced in the genealogy. They have 

:distinct term for the affinies. The Lepcha kinship terms ·are of 

'Hawi:lan type. The Lepcha term of reference for F.a, FaBr, MoBr, 

;MoSi, Fasi are bifurcate collateral type. The Lepcha exclude all 
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the categories of cousins, and, except for the mother's brothers, make 

no distinction between the paternal and maternal lines. For people 

younger than the speaker, too, they do not make any distinction of 

sex. The same word is used for a younger brother or a younge,r 

sister,. for a son or a daughter, for a nephew or a niece. Only in 

the case of children 1 s spouses are different words used for son-in-law 

and daughter-in-law. 

The ties of kinship help people to lay claim to land for 
I 

cultivation and other properties, to mutual assistance in the pursuit 

of common interests, to authority over others, and obligations which 

compliments those claims, and all to co-operate on occasions where 

the recognition of kinship requires it. In societies of simple 

technology like the Lepcha most statuses are ascribed. 

This is another way of saying that a _person 1 s place in 

society, his rights and duties, his claim to property, largely depend 

on his genealogical relationship to other members. The primary 

social groups, the ones to be found in all such societies whatever 

other principles of organisation, there may be, are all linked by 

kinship and in many cases their membership is fixed by descent .. 

The term 1 kinship 1 and 1 descent 1 are not identical and they are not 

always distinguished clearly enough. According to Rivers (1924) 

kinship is the social recognition of biological ties. All the people 

who are related by blood in any way to a:n individual are his 

cognates. Those who are related to him by marriage are his affinies. 
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. Descent is one of . the. central co_ncepts of social 

an.thropology, but it has been used in various ways. For example 

Notes and Querries, definition of the term is that, "Socially, descent 

is.· the recognised connection between a person and' ~is ancestors". 

But Murdock . ( 1949 15) states that "a rule of· descent affiliates an 

individual at birth with a particular group of relatives with whom he 

is. especially · intimate and from whom he can expect certain kinds of 

se,rvices which he can not demand from any other kinsmen". Overall, 

the recruitment of members . by birth on .. a recognized principle is 

called as_ a descent group. 

Her!'!, in this study, I am not particularly interested . in 

kinship terminologies. and describing the classificatory system of 

kinship after Morganan'ci'others .. Rath~r I am interested in seeing the 

system as a furictioning corporate 
.> 

kinship group · and to identify 

corporate groups organised on some principle of. kinship. Corporate 

grpups means the continuing property holding groups - based on 

kinship are recruited by descent, and a clear principle of descent is 

established by the rule . If it is traceable in one line only either 

. throug-h males (patrilineal) or through females (matrilineal). This is 

called the principle · of unilineal descent. A few societies trace 

descent in the male line for some purposes .like the . inheritance of 

immov.:tble properties (land, house etc. ) and in the female line for 
I 

scrmie other purposes like inheritance. of currency, livestock and other 
' 

movable properties. This is called double unilineal descent or double 

descent .. This is present among the Yako of Nigeria. 
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The Lepcha of Zongu and the Lepcha of Kalimpong, 

surprisingly, do not share the same descent system. The descent 

system of the Lepcha of Zongu is patrilineal in nature. Whereas the 

Lepcha of Kalimpong as well as the entire district of Darjeeling follow 

parallel descent system. 

A==® 
. { 

J , I 
~=@D .al-

l 

Figure No. 4. Showing the inheritance.pattern in parallel descent 

This parallel descent system is present among the Lepcha of 

Kalimpong and Darjeeling. Vivelo (1978 : 158) difines parallel descent 

system as "a form of unilineal descent in which women trace descent 

through females only and men trace descent through males only". 

Among the Lephca of Kalimpong full brothers and sisters of the same 

parent belong to two different clans. Males are the legal owner of 

their father 1 s property ; descent and act as an instrument of holding 

and transmitting property. The significance of descent is also that a 

member 1 s claim of the property does not depend on where he lives, as 

long ·=Ls he does not. go. and stay so far away that people forget him 

and hE~ can not prove his membership. 
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·In practice there are great differences in '.the extent to 

which lineage members live together, though neax:ly everywhere the 

' 
id~al is that they should. 

So among the Lepcha of the Darjeeling district the males as 

a member qf their father's clan and lineage_ and descent live together 

with their father and in father's village. But the females, since the 

residence is patrilocal live with their husbanii ·or father (before 

marriage) but always· belong to different clan and lineage. 
l 

The phenomenon of having two . different types of descent 

systems in the same population living in two different region .is quite 

interesting. Since the nature of this study does not permit an 

iridepth probe into the .matter, the fact has been stated mainly for 

informative purpose. Though an attempt has been made to see the 

kinship and descent as a continuing prop-erty holding group. The 

Lepcha of Zongu, are patrilineal in descent, they rareiy establish 

matrimonial relationship outside Zongu, let aside out side of Sikkim. 

But both the Lepcha of Zongu and Kalimpong are members of the same 

L~p cha. tribe I they p assess similar characteristics, except the descent. 

The scholars, like Gorer (1938), Morris (1938), who had done work 

among the Lepcha of Sikkim '(zongu) described. them as patrilineal; 

my personal field work· among the Lepcha of Zongu also confirm the 
! 

I 
fact. No authors, to the best cif my knowledge, has described the 

parallel descent of the Lepcha of Kalimpong in detail.. Only Nakane 

' (1966 234) writes a small sentence, "among the Lepcha in 

Gitdabling, sons belong -to the father's clan, and daughters to the 

mother's". 
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But even among the Lepcha of Kalimpong the inheritance of 

property is in the male line. only. The reason for the presence of 

two different descent systems in the same ·population living in two 

areas is quite obscure - probably the Lepcha had migrated- from the 

' 
North-East where matrilineal- descent is present and Kalimpong lies in 

the course of their way to Zpngu. In Zongu close association with 

the .. Bhatia might have influenced them to adopt patrilineal descent . 

whereas in Kalimpong due to the proximity to the matrilineal people 

they somehow had maintained the matrilineal principle for· the women 

folk. 

Birth 

According ·to Lepcha theory a child's life - starts at the 

moment of conception and is considered as a gift- of God~ Conception 

follows with the cessation of the menses. At the fifth month when the 

baby is considered fully formed, - the expectant_ parents- must start 

observing the numerous prenatal precaut'ions . which have to be 

followed, if the child is not to be born - malformed. This prenatal 

rites are m_uch more elaborately observed among the ·Lepcha of Zongu 

than their Kalimpong counter part. She is not supposed to fetch 

water alone from the. jhora (hill stream) or the husband is not 

supposed to kill _or join· any hunting party. 

Among the Lepcha of Zongu entering into this period of 

prenatal precautions is established by a· Mun gently beating both 

parents with a bunch of- elephant grass. The sex of a child is fixed 

after five months and: can be told by the fact that a boy is always 

higher· in the womb . All prenatal rituals and ceremonies are 
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performed by Mun or Bon thing, the priests of traditional religion and 

not by the Buddhist Lamas o Buddhist rituals, are started only after 

the child is born o The Christian Lepcha do not observe any specific 

ceremony relating to child birth 0 They only visit the church o But 

the Buddhist Lepcha perform a series of ceremonies , when a child is 

born. Lama as well as Bon thing and Mun come at the house. 

Three days after the child is born the Bonthing comes and 

worships the house-hold deity Ur~. Then he perfo~r:ns the name 

giving ceremony or thing-bong-fath. For this he needs one bamboo, 

fruits and flowers. Then after enchanting the mantras, he worships 

the benevolent spirits of do-chu-bu-lip, i.e. the spirits of mountain, 

lake and hole. A fowl is also offered to the. spirit. The Bon thing 

gets P.s.4/- and some meat for his service. Final name of the child is 

given. in a Lamaist ceremony according to time and date of bir.th and 

after calculating the horoscope with the help of the sacred booR 

Keoncho. Three days after a child is born its head is smeared with 

a mixture of butter and salt. This remains on the boy 1 s head until 

it wears away. At the same time snail shells are tied round its 

neck and wrists and sometimes fastened to its clothing. There is also 

a ceremony on the third day after birth, called Pa-gong-chi-to~, 

which means merely chi drinking an indispensable part of all 

Lepcha ceremonies. After the ritual is over. the village folk come to 

bless the child. They bring hen, chi~ fruits and money which are 

given to the child 1 s mother. During the' first few weeks the baby 

sleeps in its mother 1 s arms, afterward it is given its own mattress 

beside its mother··· With- the mother 1 s breast always within reach. 
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Among the Lepcha of Sikkim it is seen that lactation period continues 

for an unusually long . time, even boys and girl~· of ·.5-6 years are 

seen sucking their mother's breasts. This is · supposed to be a 

natural device of birth ·control practised by them when they were in 

hunting - gathering· stage. At present this has proved to be an 

effective measure of. population· control to keep the balance between 

available natural resource and humari population. . The scientific 

validity of it has also been proved now a-days~ {Billewicz, 1979; 

Wenlock and Wenlpck, 1981) . 

Marriage and Sex 

To. the Lepcha sex is as inevitable and natural as hunger; 

though there are some · restrictions on · the free mixing of the sexes, 

but forest ecology and the need. for outdoor work by the girls provide 

opportunity for such aCtion. In Zongu monastic. feasts also provide 

opportunities of free mixing from where m~ny a marriage negotiations 

have initiated. 

Among the Lepcha of Darjeeling and Sikkim, the ·marriage 

is not only a contract between two individual but also a contract 

betwe1:m two groups. Present day Lepchas are monogamous in 

general. Polygyny,· though practised earlier, is · declining 

now-a.·-days. Polygamous family is rare in Kalimpong. But in Zongu 

even today polygyny is met with occasionally. There lived a man in 

Lingdong named A tong Lepcha who had five wives. There are also a 

few polygynous families in Lingdong. Normally the second wife 

happens to be a sister -(-real or classificatroy) of the first wife. The 

ide.a behind . this is that the two sisters will not .quarrel and· live 
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1.wder the same roof. Though in practice no Lepcha man from Nassey 

in Kal:impong possesses two wives, in theory they can. 

The Lepcha acquire mate by negotiation. A Lepcha can 

also marry the wife of his elder brother, after his death. But not. 

the vice-v~rsa. The Lepcha of Zongu still practise the old. 

traditional method of giving service to the father of the wife for some 

. ' 
years or months in lieu of cash payment of bride{ price. This system 

i 
·-

is completely absent in Kalimpong area because the Lepcha living 

here do not possess sufficient land or forest at their disposal to 

' 
engage- the!ir prospective son-in-law. Cousin marriage is absent 

among the Lepcha. Senior levirate is present among the Lepcha of 

Zo ngu but the Kalimpong Lepcha rarely do it in i:'ractice. Junior 

levirate is abse.nt .. among · the Lepcha. Senior sorrorate is also 

absent. The Lepcha of Zo ngu are also ·permUted to marry one 1 s 

father 1 s younger brother 1 s widow. A widow can not perform marriage 

ritual but she is allowed to get a husband by elopement. In such a 

case the Lepcha perform a ceremony called khadaw-thick-shet i.e. 

offering of s.carf by the relative of the widow to .the man. Rejection 

or complete. divorce is present among the Lepcha but the Lepcha in 

general are not in favour of divorce because after divorce a man can 

not cl.:dm the refund of the expenditure he. made on the . occasion of 

the m~:~rriage either from the parents or from the new husband of the 

divorced- wife. Mutual dislike and adultery are ·the prime causes of 

divorce. Adultery, if unnoticed by · the husband is not at all a 

problem to the Lepcha of Zongu. 
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Lepcha marriage is a complicated ceremony with a series of 

rites. Cost of a Lepcha marriage is quite high., In Kalimpong 

intermarriage between the Buddhist and Christian Lepcha, though not 

preferred but tolerated and are frequently practised. In Sikkim the 

intermarriage with the Lepcha and Bhatia is not uncommon and 

continued from ancient times by which the ethnic group Sikkimese -

Bhatia has formed. But intermarriage with the Nepalis is much 

looked down upon by the Lepcha community as a whole. 

The Lepcha of Darjeeling district do not practise polyandry 

and contrary to the reports of some earlier travellers, the Lepcha of 

Zongu. also do not practise polyandry in its truest sense, though it 

is true that their customs permit adelphic polyandry, that is to say 

the co·· husbands should be brothers. This is no doubt an influence 

from Tibet, and contact with the Tibetans. 

not a single case of polyandrous marriage. 

But in reality there was 

But in Zongu a distinction must, how~ver be drawn 

between marriage and sexual relations; while it is unusual for a 

Lepcha. girl in Zongu to be actually married to more than one man, 

it is common for her occasionally to sleep with all her husband's 

younger brothers with a certain amount of social sanction. The 

important point to note, however, is that she, is not married to them, 

whereas in a true polyandrous society each of the man concerned is a 

legal husband, and takes his place as such at the wedding ceremony. 

This situation of latent polyandry may properly be termed as 

cicisbeism, which grants legitimate sexual access of two or more men 

to the same woman. This is not polyandrous marriage because it 
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does not confer on cicisbeo the possibility of being recognized as the 

pater ojf any of the children the woman bears. 

To make the situation clearer it would be better to put the 

sexual rights of a Lepcha in a tabular form. 

A man (Lepcha) may sleep with -

1 . The wives of all his elder brothers. 

2. The wives of his father 1 s younger brothers. 

A man can not sleep with -

1 . The wives of all his younger brothers 

2; The wives of his father 1 s elder brOth~r~; 

The restriction is because of the fact that in the first case 

the son is supposed to sleep with them and in the second case his 

father is. the potential sleeping partner. 

In Kalimpong, the villages where I worked, I had no 

information of the existence of any sort· of this relationship. 

In Lingdong I was told that the Lepcha have to tolerate 

this extramarital sex-relation otherwise the young people would go to 

the Ne,pali girls and consequently marry them. 

Besides the sexual rights which a man has with his elder 

brother 1 s wi \res it is customary for a widow to be inherited by one of 

the deceased 1 s young.er .brothers, preferably the next in succession. 

It ma}~es no difference if the man in question already has a wife of 
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his own. No marriage ceremony is performed, the woman being 

simply inherited in the same way as any other piece of property. 

Dong-ol2_ is the term for it, though the woman is at liberty to remarry 

with any on.e whom she wishes. This situation of free will is more 

present in Kalimpong than in Zongu. 

The system of widow inheritance is considered very much 

objectionable and derogatory by the educated Lepcha, and in 

Kalimpong and other places of the Darjeeling ·district it has been 

completely dropped, even among the Buddhist Lepcha who are more 

traditional than their Christian counterpart. But there is no doubt 

' 
that it is a satisfactory method of providing for widows in a 

community which does not permit women to inherit property. Levirate 

·provides an assured supply of labour force to the family. This is 

quite helpful in Zongu whe~e agricultural land is held in plenty by 

the Lepcha both under shifting and permanent plough cultivation and 

cardamom plantation. 

With the lead given on 1 Lepcha polyandry 1 in the 

foregotng pages, we will try to understand its genesis and nature of 

its persistence in Lepcha society. 

Among the Lepcha the sexual rights of the other husbands 

are exercised, not by virtue of the marriage, but through the 

individual consent of the first husband as eldest brother and the 

wife ets common partner. On the other hand, ritual of patrilocal 

marriage ..:. the essence of which is that a man, conducts his bride 

from her father 1 s house to his own serves to establish a 

relatic·n of affinity between the wife 1 s family as a . whole and the 
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husband 1 s family as a whole. The wife 1 s family have no interest in 

what sexual arrangements pertain unless it is proposed to extend the 

rights of sexual access beyond the limits of husband's sibling group 

which amounts to transference of uxorial rights from ,the wife 1 s group 

to husband 1 s group. Gorer (1938 171) writes on Lepcha polyandry, 

"it is permissible for a man who feels himself unable to cope with 

his fiE~ld work, either on account of physical weakness or because he 

has other work which takes him a great deal from the neighbourhood, 

to invite an un.J.married younger brother to live with him and to 

share his fields and wife. The co-husband is co-opted without any 

sort of ceremony, but thereafter he is no longer free in the choice of 

a wife of his own; if he desires one; he must make the request for -a 

wife of the same ptso .as the shared wife, exactly ·as if he was 

taking· a second wife in the normal course of . events. The 

co-hus:::>ands sleep with their common wife on alternate nights,· but all 

the children are presumed to be begotten by the first husband, and 

he alone has to observe the prenatal precautions". 

As regarding the persistence of this type of polyandry 

among the Lepcha as well as its genesis, the general notioh among 

the Lepcha of Sikkim that it was an effective custom to keep the 

property undivided, moreover, a wife of two brothers in possession of 

a joint property can expect a higher standard of living than the wife 

of a man with only one share of his paternal property, she will also 

enjoy the advantages of a comparatively young husband. 

Polyandry as ·an institution might have developed when 

the Lepcha were in hunting-gathering stage of economy, because tli.er~ 
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is a gross correlation between polyandry and a shortage of women 

(Berreman 1962 : 68). There might have been a shortage of women 

when the Lepcha were in hunting-gathering stage long ago. Because 

hunting economy always discourages the growth of female folk. 

To become a Lama is considered a most desirable 

achievement for a Lepcha. The monastic training required to become 

a Lama has several stages including compulsory staying in the 

gumpha_. A Lama may enter married life but his increasing involvement 
I 

in catering the needs of the people as a religious specialist and 

commitments towards the gumpha force prolonged absence from family 

life and home. If he does not have a brother to look after his field 

and his family, he will face grave economic crisis. Polyandry as 

practised by the Lepcha is one of the means best suited to cope with 

such a. situation. 

Though it is not uncommon that a young brother who had 

joined in a polyandrous union, later establishes a separate house 

hold and takes another wife from the same ptso (clan) of the earlier 

wife. Usually this is done amicably by the mutual ·agreement among 

the brothers. In most of the cases the · cause of dissolution of 

polyandrous unions are due to disagreement in economic matter but 

never on jealousy over the sexuality of the common wife. 

Inevitably the polyandry in Sikkim, as it is · in every 

where throughout the cis and trans Himalayas, had long seen its 

prime days. Due to the acculturation of alien ideas and values from 

the pl3.ins the institution of polyandry has become inept now-a-days. 

It has also lost much of its supportive institutional settings, 
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One of the reasons for the persistence of polyandry is that 

it helps to check the population growth and thus avoiding rapid 

increase of the potential claimants to the household property, 

fragmentation of joint labour and above all, pressure on land. Now 

with the introduction of high value cash crop of cardamom, the 

pressure on land has reduced considerably and solved the problem of 

economic stringency to some extent. To become a Lama is also not 

conside!red as desirable as it was earlier, Polyandry and Lamaism 

are mainly to be seen as an ecological adaptation to· the meagre 

resources and also as a measure of effective control· over the 

resources whatever be its amount held by a family. 

Another problem, a methodological one, is' to identify the 

polyandrous union. As a rule monogamy has prevailed at first, the 

second husband is incorporated at a later period quite informally 

without. any ritual, on the basis of mutual understanding because the 

system is looked down upon by the neighbouring Nepalis who are 

monogamous people and the co-husbands find it too much. embarrasing 

to publicly acknowledge the polyandrous relationship. One has to 

depend completely on guessing by studying the behaviour of the 

woman with her husband's brother outside the house, mostly at fields 

or in market place and depend upon secondary sources · of information 

available from the neighbours. 

Marriaqe Ceremony 

When it is wished to arrange a marriage, the parents of 

the boy concerned must first send for a pi-bu, or go-between to the 

girl's parents. The parents now prepare a special ceremonial gift 
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called khachyong, which consists of one maund (40 kg.) of fermented 

chi, twenty rupees, and a Tibetan ceremonial scarf or khada. The 

khach~ is taken by the boy's pibu to the house of some nearer 

relative of the selected girl, usually to a brother who will act as 

girl's pibu. The girl's pibu keeps the money for himself and takes 

the chi and scarf (khada) to the girl's parents and discusses the 

proposed marriage with them. It is the custom for them at first to 

refuse but the pibu continues to plead with them. to gain their 

consent. 

If the girl's parents agree to the marriage proposal they 

send for a Lama and ask hi!71 to work out the auspicious date for the 

ashye~ or formal betrothal ·to take place, after whic~ ·the go-between 

informs the boy that he should come on such-and-such a day. On 

that day the boy accompanied by his pibu, sets out for the girl's 

home. They take with them one large copper pot, sufficient 

cloth to make a dress for the girl's mother and two pig's carcases. 

All these presents are taken direct to the girl's home. There is an 

exchange of compliments, the girl's parents say that they are really 

willing to marry their daughter to the boy. 

This completes the betrothal and the boy then returns to 

his own house. One week later the boy goes alone to the girl's 

place, taking with him a gift of one bullock's leg, which he presents 

to his future parents-in-law. He stays in the house for ten days 

and during this period he is expected to have sexual relations with 

his future wife. 
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At the end of ten days the boy returns to his own home 

but he is now at liberty to visit the girl whenever he wishes. There 

is no ·-·ceremony in: between betrothal and marriage, and the interval 

between the two is entirely dependent upon the wealth of the bride 

groom's family, provided that money and food are available for the 

necessary feasts. The marriage can take place in the next 

auspicious date after betrothal or may be deferred for years or may 

even never take place at all. 

The betrothal or ashyek is exclusively an affair of the 

Lepcha of Zongu. Among the Kalimpong Lepcha there is no betrothal 

before marriage, marriage directly takes place among them. 

Probably this is because of the fact that the. Kalimpong 

Lepchas possess less land and they do not have any major cash crops 

like cardamom. Though they grow some cash crops like potato= , 

cauliflower and some ginger on a spora(jic manner but· these are quite 

insignificant incomparison to the enormous cash cropping of cardamom 

in Zongu. So the Kalimpong Lepchas can not support expenses on 

betrothal immediately before marriage and so gave ,it up long ago. 

Besides, the general consumption of food and chi are also less among 

the Lepcha of Kalimpong. 

The majority of the marriages take place in . the autumn 

months after the harvest is gathered. The groom's family usually 

spends several months in collecting the necessary food and animals 

before the date of marriage. 
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The actual day for the marriage is determined by a Lama 

and a few days previously the groom goes with ·his pibu, one or 

other of his paternal uncle, a boy friend known as myok tygl • They 
' . 

take with them the hind leg of a pig, a scarf and some money as 

gift. On the arrival of the groom the sisters of the bride armed 

with thorny plants pretend to drive him away; to be allowed to go 

on, the groom must give them all a present of at least one rupee. 

When the bride-groom 1 s party arrives they are given a light meal of 

tea, a special ceremonial parched rice known as sohet set and 

followed, of course, by the inevitable chi. 

After this the bridal procession sets out. The bridal 

' 
procession consists of the folowing people; they are, -

Pi-bu Go-between 

Kegu Numbu · · An old and experienced man, the 

leader of the party~ 

R urn fatbo A sacrificer preferably a Bon thing. 

Aku A paternal uncle 

Ajyong A maternal uncle. 

Nyom tyol Bride 1 s attendant, usually a sister. 

Nyon faming A younger brother. 

and finally a number of men to carry the presents from the bride 

which consist of a load of chi, a load of popped corn, and a small 

pig or piglet. 

When the bridal party enters the groom 1 s house the girl's 

pi-bu offers a ceremonial scarf (khaqa) to the groom 1 s family head. 
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After .this the groom's father is also given some presents, Then the 

girl's father is given the bride price which varies from Rs.300/- at 

Kalimpong to Rs ,2000/- in Zongu, as it was during the period from 

1979-81. 

Then, in the presence of Lama and Bon thing the bride and 

bride ~room take the oath that they would live together happily till 

death. Lama and Bon thing both attend the marriage as priests. 

Bonthing usually conducts all the functions while the Lama chants 

hymns and prays for the well being of the couple. 

The Lepcha both in Kalimpong .and in Zongu have a 

tenden·:y of selecting mates witbin a reasonable distance from their 

residence. In Lingdong they usually do not marry outside Zongu and 

in Na.ssey and Pagang it is mainly restricted within the subdivision 

of Kalimpong, at the most within the district of Darjeeling, Whereas 

the neighbouring Bhatia are more open in this matter, their network 

of matrimonial alliances is quite widespread, Bhatia Lamas who are 

widely travelled, have a good net work of relationship and help in 

the selection of mates for their brethern. This account for the 

greater d·ynamism of the Bhatia society. 

Death 

The Lepcha believe that death is nothing but the seperation 

of soul from the body. The soul comes from a place called rumlyang, 

situate!d near Mt. Kanchanjungha and after death the soul returns 

there. The causes of death are diseases and accidents which are 

believf~d to be caused by the influence of evil spirits. Suicide is rare 

among the Lepcha, mazom moong is an evil spirit who is frequently held 
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responsible for the death of a person. These !!!£Ongs (evil spirits) 

are subdued usually by the offerings of animals to them; and 

Bonthi~ performs the ceremonies as per the tradition. For 

subjugation of evil spirits a good number of animals are necessary 

and a forest ecology can only provide a steady supply of animals for 

the persistence of Bon thing rites. 

Death is the real enemy of the Lepcha life. Once a person 

is dead there are two things to be done. The danger of the devil 
I 

(that has caused his death) finding another victim in the community 

must be avoided and the dead man must be got rid of thoroughly and 

as completely as possible. The infection and danger of death is 

strictly local and therefore if a person dies away from home no sort 

of ceremony is held for him, the body is just unceremoniously thrown 

into the river. 

The presence of Mun (female Bonthing) .is . very much 

essential in the case of death rituals, because it is believed that the 

Muns are only supposed to know the right r-ituals for death. While 

performing death rites a Mun has to be careful not to touch the 

corpse and she also does not eat anything infront of the dead to 

prevent her personal illness. 

At present burial as well as cremation are practised by 

the Lepcha of the Darjeeling and Sikkim. The Lepcha who are 

accustomed to animistic rites to a greater extent are in favour of 

burial while those who have a greater degree of impact of Buddhism 

adhere to cremation. The Christian Lepcha of Kalimporig bury the 

dead ::md they follow their own Christian religious rites. Nonavaila-
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bility of firewood during monsoon and destruction of forest also force 

the Lepcha, mainly in Kalimpong, to. opt for burial. 

The Lepcha bury the dead body nine feet underground in 

case of female and it is 8 feet in case of male. Some part of the 

death ceremony is performed by Mun. The family members are not 

supposed to take meat for three days. Lamas are summoned 

immediately after death to help the soul of the man to find his way to 

next incarnation. It is mostly at death and the ceremonies which 

surround death, 1the belief and rituals of Mun and Lamas clash and 

contradict each other. Generally the ceremo~ies of both' religions are 

held simultaneously, the Lamas perform inside the h·ouse while the 

Mun or Bon thing does his ceremonies outside, in the courtyard. 

Mourning continues for 59 days after which a M.!:!!!. ceremony is to be 

performed with fowl and chi. The Buddhist Lepcha. display white 

prayer flags outside the house, as a sign of mourning. 

The Lepcha believe that the souls ·of the Lam~ wander for 

forty nine days, when it qualifies for next incarnation. The souls of 

Bon thing and Mun go to rumlyang to live there permanently. There 

is no hard and fast rule among the Lepcha in the matter of food 

during the death pollution period. Usually meat and sexual 

cohabitation are avoided for a week or so. 

From the discussion on the ceremonies followed by the 

Lepcha it appears that they adhere to the traditional beliefs and 

practices along with the Buddhistic ideas. Instead of total 

replacement of one religion by another, the socio-religious life of the 

people reflects an admixture of Lamaism with the traditional Bon 
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religion. It may also be noted that many elements of social 

structure and ceremonies centering around life-cycle rituals have been 

conditioned by the forest and mountain environment in which the 

Lepcha live. 


